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Food We Can All Eat: 
A Teacher’s Guide to Allergen-Free Classroom Cooking 
 
By Anna Vascellaro 
 
Abstract 
Given the food allergies that have surfaced in recent years, some of which 
are life threatening, classroom cooking has to be thought about differently. This 
thesis offers teachers a classroom-ready allergen-free cookbook, Food We Can All 
Eat: A Teacher’s Guide to Allergen-Free Classroom Cooking. The cookbook 
includes a brief introduction explaining the importance of cooking in early 
childhood curriculums and what effect the growing number of children with food 
allergies can have on classroom cooking. It then provides information on 
allergen-free grocery shopping, ingredients, and equipment needed. The 
cookbook then provides seventeen original recipes, designed for classroom 
cooking. Each recipe outlines ingredients and equipment needed, teacher set-up, 
and the cooking procedure. The cookbook also includes product resources, 
guidance for selecting substitutions for ingredients, and a glossary of terms.  
In the rationale sections for the thesis, the following is discussed: the 
importance of classroom cooking, the impact children with food allergies may 
have on classroom cooking, a review of research on available resources, and the 
process of creating Food we can all eat. 
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Introduction 
 While working as an assistant teacher in a kindergarten classroom, I led a 
family cooking unit. Every week a family member of a different child had a 
chance to come to school and lead a small group, cooking that child’s favorite 
recipe. The resulting food was shared with the class during snack-time. Many 
children chose their favorite sweet or something very special to them; however, 
one child’s choice stood out to me. Henry’s* mother was recovering from a major 
illness and part of her health plan was to change her diet, to eat only vegan and 
gluten-free foods. Henry decided that when his mother came in, he wanted their 
food to be banana-blueberry bread that was vegan and gluten-free, meaning it 
would have no dairy, eggs, or wheat. He didn’t want to make a food that his 
mother couldn’t eat. When I heard this, I was a little confused. I was unfamiliar 
with these types of diets and could not imagine how one could bake without 
dairy, eggs, or wheat. I became a little worried about how well Henry’s family 
cooking would go over with his peers. 
 On the morning of Henry’s cooking day, his parents arrived with two big 
bags of ingredients, many of which I was not familiar with, including xanthan 
gum, coconut oil, and buckwheat flour. As we began to cook, I noticed that the 
children were deeply engaged; they closely examined the new ingredients while 
listening closely to Henry’s mother as she gave the instructions. They snacked on 
extra blueberries as they worked. To my surprise, the banana-blueberry loaf was 
a class favorite. Many children requested seconds, and even thirds! When all the 
bread was gone, I picked up the empty tray and noticed Henry was staring in my 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  *	  All	  children’s	  names	  have	  been	  changed.	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direction beaming proudly. He turned around to the children at his table and 
exclaimed, “I can’t believe all of my food is gone!”        
 
Henry’s mother’s ingredients 
(Photograph by author)  
 
Although different from the traditional baking that I was used to, I saw 
that baking with dietary restrictions was possible without sacrificing the taste or 
texture of the food. I also learned that in order to do this, one must have a firm 
grasp on the properties of the new ingredients. As we were baking, Henry’s mom 
explained to me that ever since she changed her diet she has been experimenting 
with different recipes, substituting in new ingredients and sometimes trying the 
dish four or five times before perfecting it.  
Currently, I am an assistant teacher in a classroom of four and five-year-
old children where cooking is a regular activity at work time. One of the girls, 
Hope, has severe allergies to dairy, soy, wheat/gluten, peanuts, and tree nuts. In 
the fall, Hope’s allergies presented a challenge for our cooking curriculum. 
Thinking back to my experience with Henry and his mother, I knew that there 
were culinary techniques and safe ingredients that would make it possible to 
include Hope in all of our cooking activities, but I was not sure where to start. 
This thesis is the culmination of the research I did on this topic, including Food 
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We Can All Eat, a classroom-ready allergen-free cookbook that specifies 
ingredients, supplies, and has original recipes.   
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Rationale 
 
 
Why cook as part of the early childhood curriculum?  
Children between the ages of three and six learn best from their senses 
(Berger, 2008). Cooking is unique in that it involves all five senses, engaging 
children with sights, smells, textures, sounds, and tastes. Another aspect of 
cooking that makes it so rich for young children is that it is a fully integrated 
experience, involving opportunities for physical movements, literacy, language, 
mathematics, and science as well, of course, as the pleasure of eating what they 
have prepared. Many cooking projects require children to use both gross and fine 
motor control. They use big motions when mixing a batter or rolling out dough, 
and with tasks such as peeling, chopping, and measuring, they develop fine motor 
strength.  To make cooking an interactive experience for young children, teachers 
often prepare large recipe charts that provide pictures, numbers, and words for 
the children to follow along with; thus, following the recipe provides multiple 
opportunities for supporting pre-reading skills, such as word recognition, symbol 
associations, and left to right visual tracking (Kazan & Henderson, 1994).  The 
communal nature of children cooking together fosters free-flowing conversation, 
ample opportunities to ask questions and make predictions.  
 By nature, cooking involves interaction with numbers which allows 
children to practice their pre-math skills, such as when they are counting items, 
measuring ingredients, following the sequence of the recipe, and keeping track of 
cooking time (Katzen & Henderson, 1994).  Young children are natural explorers, 
figuring out the world around them at every moment, which is why the scientific 
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aspect of cooking is often quite captivating for them. They experiment with 
properties of ingredients, observing changes when mixing and when mixtures are 
heated, hypothesizing an outcome, and finally testing the hypothesis by tasting 
the final product (Wood, 2007).  
It is common for a cooking project to be an aspect of a larger classroom 
social studies unit. For example, a group of fours studying the fall harvest may 
visit an apple orchard and bake with the apples back at school, or a first grade 
class that is studying the neighborhood may take a trip to a local grocer and use 
those ingredients for a cooking project back at school. Learning about and 
preparing foods is also a unique way for children to experience other cultures. 
Teachers often invite parents to come to their classroom to cook an item that is 
special to their culture, or is something that they eat on a special holiday – a 
family that is Jewish may come in and cook latkes for Hanukah, or a family that 
is Indian may come in and cook gulag jamuns when Diwali is being celebrated.  
In addition to all of the academic skills exercised during a given cooking 
activity, cooking promotes social and emotional growth in children. It is an 
activity that requires young children to function as a member of a group by 
patiently waiting their turn to do a job; they must set aside some of their age-
appropriate egocentrism! There are times when the demands of working in a 
group can be challenging, such as when one child really wants to pour the milk, 
but someone else pours it. Because the children know that cooking is such an 
important activity, they can rise up to the challenge and control their impulses 
and accept another job.   When cooking in a small group, children learn to delay 
gratification, as there is typically a wait time between the preparation of food and 
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consuming it.  In the larger world, cooking is predominantly an adult activity, so, 
for a young child, being involved with a cooking project offers them a sense of 
pride and independence, especially when they share food they have prepared with 
their classmates. After the cooking is all finished, an important job the children 
have is to clean up the utensils, bowls, and the cooking area; these jobs often lead 
children to develop a sense of responsibility as they care for their classroom. 
(Wood, 2007).  
Through cooking at school, children begin to develop what children’s 
cookbook author Mollie Katzen (2005) refers to as “food literacy”, “an openness 
to trying new foods, familiarity with healthy foods and where they come from, 
[and] understanding the interrelationship of ingredients” (p. 13). A few years ago, 
when I was an assistant teacher in a classroom of three year olds, the lead teacher 
would tell the children that we would be cooking in the “Preschool” way; when we 
made cauliflower it was “Preschool Cauliflower” and when we made Brussels 
sprouts, it was “Preschool Brussels Sprouts.”  Making this distinction between 
food prepared at home and at school seemed to free the children to eat and enjoy 
practically everything that we cooked together as a class.  
On the other hand, the special quality of preparing food at school can 
connect school to what they are familiar with at home. For young children, 
“[n]othing can be more familiar than food and its preparation except its 
consumption. Cooking with children is a natural way to bring home and school 
together” (Balaban, 2011, p. 71).  
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Why do early childhood teachers need an allergen-free classroom 
cookbook? 
 
Cooking in classrooms has become a challenge for teachers today because 
of the increasing number of children with food allergies and associated 
anaphylaxis*.  Milk, eggs, peanuts, tree nuts, wheat, soy, fish, and shellfish 
account for 90% of food-allergic reactions in the US; the other 10% of food 
allergies consist of a variety of different foods. According to a 2008 study, 8% or 
approximately 6 million children in the United States have food allergies. The 
majority of those found were young in age. In 2013, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention released a study stating that food allergies among 
children have increased by nearly 50% between 1997 and 2011. Given the rise in 
food allergies, it is likely that classrooms will increasingly have at least one child 
with a food allergy, perhaps even a life threatening food allergy (as cited in, “Food 
Allergy Facts…”, n.d.).   
Given the omnipresence of food allergies in groups of young children these 
days, it is common for teachers to have reservations when including cooking – a 
staple of early childhood classrooms – in their curriculum. In order to 
accommodate students with food allergies, a teacher may decide to avoid recipes 
that contain ingredients that a student is allergic to, or avoid cooking altogether. 
Some teachers may decide to substitute an allergen friendly alternative for an 
ingredient that contains an allergen that seems to be equivalent, such as 
substituting white rice flour for all-purpose flour when baking with a child who 
cannot eat wheat. This seems like a logical substitution, but white rice flour does 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  *	  Anaphilaxis	  is	  “a	  life-­‐threatening	  allergic	  reaction	  that	  involves	  entire	  body…	  [that]	  may	  result	  in	  shock	  or	  death”	  (Kacica,	  A.	  et	  al,	  2007,	  p.	  41).	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not cook in the same way as all-purpose flour, thus that dessert will likely come 
out with an undesirable and unpredictable taste and consistency.  Another way a 
teacher may address a food allergy is to keep the class recipes as they are and ask 
the families of the children with food allergies to bring an item similar to what 
the class will be cooking that day, so that the child will not feel left out. While all 
of these variations keep the child with food allergies safe and keep them 
somewhat involved in the classroom activity, neither of these scenarios is ideal 
for a child with food allergies – in the latter case leaving them out of the actual 
cooking process altogether!  
Just as teachers seek children’s literature that represents the diversity of 
the children who make up the classroom population, we must look to structure 
our classroom cooking in a way that accommodates the dietary needs of the 
children who make up the classroom population. Because of the important role 
that cooking activities play in building a bridge between home and school, it is 
essential that these cooking experiences in school be positive ones for all 
children, and especially for those children who already feel different because of 
their allergies. In their cookbook for children with food allergies, Hammond & 
Rominger (2003) note that when children with food allergies take part in 
preparing for themselves, “their interest in cooking the foods makes them more 
inclined to try their new foods” (p. 66). 
For all of these reasons, I have created a classroom cookbook specifically 
addressing children’s food allergies. 
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Researching Available Resources 
In researching available resources, I reviewed cookbooks, “Allergen-Free” 
recipes, websites, and blogs.  
 
Published Sources 
There are many cookbooks about cooking with children. From among the 
many I examined, I found two that would be especially helpful in the classroom: 
Pretend Soup and Other Real Recipes, by Mollie Katzen & Ann Henderson (1994) 
and Katzen’s 2005 book, Salad People and More Real Recipes. As noted on the 
covers, the books are “for preschoolers & up.” For each recipe, Katzen provides 
detailed instructions “for the grown-up,” which includes notes about the recipe, 
safety tips, and suggested set-up. She provides illustrated instructions for the 
child. These illustrations are clear, simple line drawings showing a step-by-step 
process. Both books would be readily usable in the classroom. Although it is not 
stated that these books are intended for use in schools, the structure and 
simplicity of these books make them a valuable classroom resource. The only 
problem with these books is that they do not touch upon the issue of food 
allergies.  Therefore, if teachers have students with food allergies, they would 
have to adapt the recipes themselves.  
A cookbook that is explicitly geared towards children with food allergies is, 
The Kid-Friendly Food Allergy Cookbook, by Leslie Hammond and Lynne Marie 
Rominger (2004).  This book has some interesting recipes but unfortunately, not 
enough attention is paid to the substitutions. Regardless of the recipe, white rice 
flour is the substitute for gluten-containing flour (which is not necessarily the 
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best choice for every recipe). In contrast to the Katzan & Henderson (1994) and 
Katzan (2005) books that explicitly address the set-up, safety, and role of the 
child for each recipe, The Kid-Friendly Food Allergy Cookbook doesn’t address 
cooking with children. If teachers want to use one of the Hammond & Rominger 
(2004) recipes in the classroom, they would have to consider how best to adapt it 
for use by a small group of children in school.  While the book does include some 
simple foods, most recipes are complex and a large portion of the book is devoted 
to desserts, some of which may not be right for classroom cooking. The Kid-
Friendly Food Allergy Cookbook was, however, especially helpful when 
recommending substitutions for eggs. It explains that distinctions have to be 
made based on what is being cooked. Given that the book contains 150 recipes, it 
offers many alternatives to a wide range of similar meals that children might like.  
Hammond and Rominger’s (2003) other cookbook, Allergy Proof Recipes 
for Kids, gives insight to parents of children with food allergies, but can easily be 
adapted by teachers. In the introduction, quite a lot of attention is paid to 
educating the reader on the experience of the child with the food allergy, which in 
and of itself makes this a valuable resource for teachers. As explained in the 
introduction, the recipes are intentionally simple, similar to those often used in 
early childhood classrooms. The recipes are laid out clearly and many of them 
include an attractive photograph. Next to many of the recipes there are sidebars 
that give added information on food allergies in general, cooking techniques, and 
variations to the recipes. There is also a section of “Helpful Hints” of ways to 
meet the needs of children with food allergies at parties and at school. While this 
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is a wonderful resource, it is geared towards adults who cook for children with 
allergies rather than cooking with children who have allergies.  
Of all the published resources, The Allergen-Free Baker’s Handbook, by 
Cybele Pascal (2009) was the most useful in my research. Given that dairy, eggs, 
and wheat are the building blocks of baking, Pascal walks her readers through 
making these substitutions in thoughtful ways. Substitutions are geared to the 
specific foods being baked. Pascal includes a full section devoted to dairy, eggs, 
wheat and other gluten flour substitutions. What I found to be the most helpful 
was Pascal’s Basic Flour Mix that she developed, and I used this flour mixture in 
many of the recipes (see p. 32). The book also recommends ingredients for one’s 
cooking pantry, as well as the appliances, tools, and types of bakeware that are be 
needed.  The book has attractive and inviting photos of the food, which I tried to 
emulate throughout my cookbook. Part of the appeal of food for children and 
adults is its appearance. Pascal shows that making substitutions does not have to 
lessen the aesthetic appeal of the food.  
Pascal’s (2012) other cookbook, Allergy-Free and Easy Cooking, is much 
like The Allergen-Free Baker’s Handbook in form and style, but consists of 
recipes for simple meals.  This book of “quick and simple meals” contains soup, 
pasta, meat, and vegan dishes. As with the baking book, Pascal specifies 
ingredients that should be stocked, as well as the cooking equipment that might 
be needed.  
The recipes in both books tend to have many steps and a lot of ingredients. 
While these books may be invaluable at home, many of the recipes are too 
complex for an early childhood classroom. However, it is important for me to 
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emphasize that using these books enabled me to understand how to make the 
substitutions that allowed me to alter my own recipes. Although the books are not 
explicitly intended for children, Pascal has accompanied many of her recipes with 
an anecdote involving her sons, illustrating that her recipes are child-friendly.  
 
Online Sources  
Though there is a dearth of published resources on cooking for children 
with allergies, websites and blogs offer a wealth of resources to parents and 
teachers. One of the great things about the blogs is that they are frequently 
updated with new recipes, especially for upcoming holidays, which make them a 
wonderful resource for classroom teachers, given that many schools cook for 
holiday celebrations. There were times during the process of writing the 
cookbook that I reached out to some of the allergy bloggers, who all responded 
promptly to my inquiries and were very helpful. Of the many online resources, I 
have chosen to highlight two blogs that I found to be the most helpful, as well as 
two websites.  
Celiac Family* is a website maintained by Heather Aitken-Cade, a mother 
of a child with Celiac Disease. The homepage of the site is Heather’s blog, which 
is updated fairly often and includes recipes and menu plans. The site is full of 
welcoming photographs and graphics, and is broken down into sections, 
including a section entitled “Gluten-free in school.”  Geared towards parents, the 
“Gluten-free in school” section provides forms, letters, snacks, class party ideas, 
and materials for projects to be passed on to teachers. This site is extremely 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  *	  Can	  be	  found	  at:	  http://celiacfamily.com/	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informative for teachers; in fact, I have included Heather’s recipe for gluten-free 
playdough.  
Another blog that I found to be quite helpful was Cybele Pascal: The 
Allergy Friendly Cook*, maintained by cookbook author Cybele Pascal. Like 
Celiac Family, Pascal’s blog is frequently updated with new recipes, most of 
which she has created, but sometimes she will post recipes that she enjoys from 
other chefs. Like her books, the site provides information about substitutions and 
flour mixtures. She also has an online store where she sells some of the “allergen-
friendly” ingredients that she recommends. The website serves as a wonderful 
accompaniment to her cookbooks.  
The foundation Kids with Food Allergies (KFA), a division of the Asthma 
and Allergy Foundation of America (AAFA), has a community webpage† that 
provides information for people who have kids with food allergies, as well as 
serving as a network through forums, blogs, and event postings. Their webpage 
offers a plethora of information and resources for parents, teachers, and children, 
including webinars, brochures, articles, and more. While there is a lot of 
information for teachers, it is mainly focused on safety precautions and legal 
rights of those with food allergies. One feature that is invaluable is “The Allergy 
Buyer’s Guide,” which is a page that features manufacturers that produce 
products that are safe for those with food allergies.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  *	  Can	  be	  found	  at:	  http://cybelepascal.com/	  	  	  †	  Can	  be	  found	  at:	  http://community.kidswithfoodallergies.org/pages/community	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Another site that I found to be especially helpful was the National 
Foundation for Celiac Awareness (NFCA)* page. Although not exclusively for 
kids, the site provides a great deal of information for those with gluten-allergies 
and intolerances. Like Kids with Food Allergies, NFCA provides extensive 
medical information and opportunities for networking and involvement. Perhaps 
the most helpful is the page’s section on gluten-free food, which provides 
information on product labeling, cross contamination, brands, and recipes.    
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  *	  Can	  be	  found	  at:	  http://celiac.org/	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The Process of Creating Food We Can All Eat 
Following my introduction to allergen-free cooking from Henry and his 
mother, my imagination was sparked by the possibilities of using substitutive 
ingredients when cooking and baking. After I made the decision to pursue the 
topic of allergen-free cooking with children, I was fortunate to be able to draw on 
the expertise of Hope’s mother. From there I met with a colleague, a master 
teacher who has done a large body of cooking with her 4- and 5-year olds 
throughout the years. We spent a day discussing my idea of creating an allergen-
free cookbook. We reviewed her many recipes and developed a list of them that 
might be good to experiment with. She graciously granted me permission to use 
and alter the recipes, all of which had been created for classroom cooking. Before 
I got to the cooking of the recipes, I spent a lot of time in different grocery and 
health-food stores, scoping the variety of ingredients, comparing prices, and 
reading product labels. I also explored online stores in search of certain 
ingredients. 
When I had all of my ingredients, I began trying to use the recipes that my 
colleague had given me as a base from which I substituted allergen-free 
ingredients for allergen-containing ingredients. This process took some time; I 
tried many of the recipes four or five times before being satisfied with the final 
result. Part of the challenge was that I was working with many ingredients that I 
had never used before, so there was a fair amount of trial and error. In the end, I 
wanted recipes that all children would consider delicious. Because I continued 
researching allergen-free cooking while I was working on creating the recipes, I 
became aware continually of new ingredients, techniques, or possibilities, and the 
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recipes would change again. I tested many of the recipes on children of friends 
and relatives, and on my own friends and family. I knew the recipes were good 
when the children and adults, many without food allergies themselves, all found 
them delicious. 
This is a process that I would encourage for all teachers. Through the 
research and experimentation I’ve learned so much about children with food 
allergies and cooking with and for children in general. I’ve come to see that the 
cooking we do with children and the foods we offer them as snack are an 
important part of the early childhood curriculum. These foods can give pleasure, 
provide energy and nutrition, help create community, and importantly, affirm 
everyone’s differences. 	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For my Mom,  
the best baker I know.  	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Introduction 
 
Cooking is unique in that it involves all five senses, engaging children with 
sights, smells, textures, sounds, and tastes. Another aspect of cooking that makes 
it so rich for young children is that it is a fully integrated experience, involving 
opportunities for physical movements, literacy, language, mathematics, and 
science as well, of course, as the pleasure of eating what they have prepared.   
The special quality of preparing food at school can connect school to what they 
are familiar with at home.  
Cooking in classrooms has become a challenge for teachers today because 
of the increasing number of children with food allergies and associated 
anaphylaxis*.  Milk, eggs, peanuts, tree nuts, wheat, soy, fish, and shellfish 
account for 90% of food-allergic reactions in the US; the other 10% of food 
allergies consist of a variety of different foods. According to a 2008 study, 8% or 
approximately 6 million children in the United States have food allergies. The 
majority of those found were young in age. In 2013, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention released a study stating that food allergies among 
children have increased by nearly 50% between 1997 and 2011. Given the rise in 
food allergies, it is likely that classrooms will increasingly have at least one child 
with a food allergy, perhaps even a life threatening food allergy (as cited in, “Food 
Allergy Facts…”, n.d.).   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
* Anaphilaxis is “a life-threatening allergic reaction that involves entire body… [that] may result in 
shock or death” (Kacica, A. et al, 2007, p. 41). 
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Given the omnipresence of food allergies in groups of young children these 
days, it is common for teachers to have reservations when including cooking – a 
staple of early childhood classrooms – in their curriculum. Just as teachers seek 
children’s literature that represents the diversity of the children who make up the 
classroom population, we must look to structure our classroom cooking in a way 
that accommodates the dietary needs of the children who make up the classroom 
population.  
 
Note about recipes in this book: 
I created the list of recipes in this book with help of a colleague, a master 
teacher who has done a large body of cooking with her 4- and 5-year olds 
throughout the years. We spent a day discussing my idea of creating an allergen-
free cookbook and reviewed her many recipes and developed a list of them that 
might be good to experiment with. We decided to split the recipes up in the 
categories: Harvest Recipes, Multicultural Recipes, Anytime Recipes, Birthday 
Recipes, and Playdough*. She graciously granted me permission to use and alter 
the recipes, all of which had been created for classroom cooking.  
When I had all of my ingredients, I began trying to use the recipes that my 
colleague had given me as a base from which I substituted allergen-free 
ingredients for allergen-containing ingredients. This process took some time; I 
tried many of the recipes four or five times before being satisfied with the final 
result. Part of the challenge was that I was working with many ingredients that I 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
* “Many food allergies manifest themselves through dermatitis and other eczemas” (Hammond & 
Rominger, 2010, p. 81), therefore, many children with a gluten-allergy cannot play with 
playdough made from gluten-containing flour.  
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had never used before, so there was a fair amount of trial and error. In the end, I 
wanted recipes that all children would consider delicious. Because I continued 
researching allergen-free cooking while I was working on creating the recipes, I 
became aware continually of new ingredients, techniques, or possibilities, and the 
recipes would change again. I tested many of the recipes on children of friends 
and relatives, and on my own friends and family. I knew the recipes were good 
when the children and adults, many without food allergies themselves, all found 
them delicious. 
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Setting up For Successful Allergen-Free Classroom Cooking: 
Communication 
 
Family Partnership 
Maintaining a strong partnership with the families of those students who have 
food allergies is the only way in which teachers can structure their classroom 
cooking safely for those children. As hard as a teacher might try, “[c]reating a 
completely allergen-free environment in schools or childcare centers is 
impossible” (Tang & Allen, 2012, p. 176), therefore, it is important that teachers, 
parents, and students do not have “a false sense of security that food allergens 
have been or can be eliminated from any environment” (2012). “Parents are often 
very anxious about sending their child with food allergies to school or childcare, 
especially if it’s the first time their child will be away from their care” (2012). 
Although there is a lot known about allergen-free cooking, it is important to 
understand and acknowledge that each person’s allergy is unique. Familiarity 
with each child’s allergy is facilitated in large part by a strong partnership 
between teachers and the families of those with allergies.  
 
Classroom Culture of Acceptance 
Carissa K, a reporter and self-described “Allergy Mom,” points out in her article 
“What It’s Like Being an Allergy Mom,” that because food allergies are on the 
rise, children today are more likely to be used to having friends with dietary 
restrictions. For adults, however, “there is a great deal of mental reconditioning 
and a real shift in mindset that needs to happen.” It’s not uncommon to hear 
adults ridiculing foods prepared with allergies in mind, even teachers.  Yet, for 
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teachers, it is more important than ever to believe in allergies and in the need for 
allergen free foods and to maintain a strong relationship with the families of 
those students with allergies in order to be completely clear on safe practice and 
dietary needs. As Carissa K states, “[u]nfamiliarity leads to a misunderstanding 
and a missed tone about food allergies.” Children are well equipped to accept that 
a child in their class may have different eating needs than they do. Adult 
modeling of acceptance is crucial. In fact, awareness of peers with different needs 
helps children to understand a perspective that differs from their own. 
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Setting up For Successful Allergen-Free Classroom Cooking: 
Understanding Ingredients 
 
Food Product Labeling 
In order to cook for children with food allergies, it is essential to become familiar 
with what foods to avoid (see Appendix A for Allergy Avoidance List, drawn up by 
the foundation, Kids With Food Allergies) and what to look for on food labels.   
 
Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act (FALCPA) 
To ensure that food labels are clear for those with food allergies, in 2006, 
Congress passed the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act 
(FALCPA). Since January 1, 2006, all food being regulated by the FDA* requires 
that foods that contain major food allergens (milk, egg, fish, crustacean shellfish, 
tree nuts, wheat, peanuts and soybeans) be labeled in “plain language.”  The 
allergens could be listed with the ingredients, or one of two ways: the first ways 
is: (1) when an ingredient on a label contains a major food allergen, companies 
list the common name of the food, followed by the food source in parenthesis, for 
example, “lecithin (soy)”; (2) to add a “Contains” section close to the ingredients 
list that states all major food allergens that are present in the food item, for 
example, “Contains: soy”[2]. All of the sources I consulted advised that 
consumers read food labels on all packages thoroughly each time they are buying 
a product because it is possible for ingredients and manufacturing practices to 
change at any given time (“FAQ About the…”, 2013). 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  *	  “The FDA regulates “packaged foods, conventional foods, vitamins and dietary supplements, infant 
formula and infant foods, and medical foods”, including items produced in the United States as well as, 
items produced outside the U.S (“FAQ About the…”, 2013). Therefore, the FALCPA does not include produce 
and some highly refined oils (2013). 
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Cross-Contamination 
Food manufacturers typically produce many of their products using the same 
equipment, often resulting in cross-contamination between products. The 
FALCPA does not require manufacturers to list allergenic ingredients that are 
present as a result of cross contamination from shared equipment. Some 
companies voluntarily use advisory labeling (such as, “may contain”, “processed 
in a facility that also processes”, or “made on equipment with”), however at this 
time, the majority of companies do not voluntarily give this 
information.  Therefore, it is critical that consumers contact the manufacturing 
practices of the company (“Food Labels”, n.d.). 
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Substitutions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note on coconuts:  
Coconut “is classified as a fruit, even though the Food and Drug Administration recognizes 
coconut as a tree nut. While allergic reactions to coconut have been documented, most people 
who are allergic to tree nuts can safely eat coconut” (American College of Allergy, Asthma, and 
Immunology, n.d.). 
Dairy Substitutions 
 
Substituting Cow’s Milk 
Coconut milk : With rich flavor and thick texture, coconut milk 
lends itself to baked goods. It moistens much like cow’s milk.  The 
brands that I recommend for shelf-stable containers are Coconut 
Dream and So Delicious and for cans, I recommend Native Forest 
(see Resources on p. 59 for product information). 
 
Rice milk: Another option is rice milk. Marked by a thin texture 
and mild flavor, this non-dairy milk is quite versatile in both 
baking and cooking. The problem with rice milk is that it is a 
challenge to find a brand that is 100% gluten-free because quite 
often the manufacturing practices cause cross contamination with 
gluten-containing particles (Pascal, 2009). From what I have been 
able to find, Pacific seems to have a safe rice milk (see Resources 
on p. 59 for product information). 
 
Substituting Yogurt: 
Vegan yogurt: Traditional yogurt can be replaced with a vegan 
yogurt of choice. My favorite is So Delicious’ coconut yogurt (see 
Resources on p. 59 for product information). 
 
Substituting Buttermilk: 
Vegan milk + lemon juice: To make this substitution, add 1Tbsp 
lemon juice with 1 cup unsweetened vegan milk (should be room 
temperature) and let sit for 20 minutes until milk sours (Pascal, 
2009). 	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Note on oil: If the Crisco brand canola oil is not accessible, coconut oil, and 
light olive oil are other options for baking.  However, when you’re cooking, 
olive oil is a safe, nutritionally rich and delicious choice.  	  	  
 
  
Dairy Substitutions Continued… 
 
Substituting Butter: 
Soy-Free Baking Sticks: These sticks are quite nice to bake with 
because they look, feel, taste, and even smell just like butter. This 
substitute reacts to ingredients and to heat in the ways that butter 
does. The company that makes these, Earth Balance, also has a 
spreadable soy-free butter that comes in a tub (see Resources on p. 59 
for product information). 
 
Dairy-Free, Soy-Free, Vegetable Shortening: Similar to the baking 
sticks mentioned above, Spectrum’s butter flavored shortening works 
nicely because it is similar to butter in its feel, taste, and smell, as well 
as its performance when use in cooking or baking (see Resources on p. 
59 for product information). 
 
Organic Coconut Spread: This is a creamy, non-dairy spread produced 
by Earth Balance (see Resources on p. 59 for product information). 
While the baking sticks and shortening are better options for baking, 
the spread is a tasty, non-dairy alternative to butter. 
 
Canola Oil: This light tasting oil can be used in place of butter in most 
recipes. Crisco is the only canola oil with a safety assurance that it is 
completely nut free, both in ingredients and manufacturing (see 
Resources on p. 59 for product information). When replacing canola 
oil for butter, Pascal (2009) uses these proportions: “1/3 cup canola 
oil = ½ cup butter” (p. 18).  	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Egg Substitutions 
The options for egg replacements are many and varied, and often 
depend on the food being baked or cooked (Hammond & 
Rominger, 2004). 
 
Vegan yogurt + corn starch: Yogurt adds density and also holds dry 
ingredients together and corn starch adds elasticity, as well as 
binds, when mixed together, it is the best of both worlds, as I 
discovered during my experimentation phase of my research.  
¼ cup vegan yogurt + 1 Tbsp. corn starch = 1 egg  
 
Flax-meal paste: Mixing flax-meal with warm water creates a thick, 
gluey paste that makes a wonderful substitute for eggs. Flax-meal is 
typically processed on equipment shared with nuts, so it is quite 
hard to find a safe brand. Pascal (2009) recommends the _____ 
(see Resources on p. 59 for product details). 
1Tbsp. flax-meal + 3 Tbsp. warm water = 1 egg Pascal (2009). 
 
Banana: This works well as a binding agent in dough based recipes. 
Because of its strong flavor, it works best in recipes where banana 
is a main ingredient, such as Banana Chocolate Chip Mini Muffins 
(p. 48). 
½ banana = 1 egg (Pascal, 2009). 
 
Pumpkin Puree: Works much like banana, pumpkin puree binds 
dough-based recipes where pumpkin is a main ingredient, such as 
Pumpkin Mini Muffins (p. 39).  
¼ cup pumpkin = 1 egg. 
 
Egg replacer: Ener-G (see Resources on p. 59 for product details) 
makes an allergen-free egg substitute that mimics the binding and 
leavening properties of eggs in baked goods. Although I tested egg 
replacer, I did not use it in any of my recipes because it seems a 
little too complicated for classroom cooking. 
 
Vinegar and baking soda: Whisking vinegar and baking soda 
together until frothy holds cakes together, much like eggs. Like the 
egg replacer, I felt that this substitute may not be conducive to 
classroom cooking, but could definitely come in handy if needed. 
1 tsp. baking soda + 1 Tbsp. water= 1 egg Pascal (2009). 
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Other Important Ingredients 
 
Gluten-Free Oats: Although oats naturally do not contain gluten, it is highly likely 
that they have been grown or processed in a way that they have had contact with 
other grains that do contain gluten while growing or being processed. Therefore, a 
person who is allergic to gluten can only eat oats that are grown and processed free of 
gluten (see Resources on p. 59 for product details).     
 
Chocolate Chips: There are dairy-free, soy-free, gluten-free, semi-sweet chocolate 
chips that are tasty and wonderful to bake with. I preferred using Enjoy Life brand, 
but there are a few brands that produce safe, allergen-free chocolate chips (see 
Resources on p. 59 for product details).     
 
Coconut Aminos: This allergen-free substitute for soy sauce is made from the 
amino acids extracted from the natural sap of coconut trees (see (see Resources on p. 
59 for product details).  
 
Xanthan Gum: This ingredient is one that Pascal (2009) refers to as “the be all and 
end all of gluten-free baking” (p.19).  This plant gum mimics gluten and helps to 
create structure as well as elasticity in baked goods (2009). 
 
Wheat/Gluten Substitutions 
 
Substituting Wheat/Gluten Containing Flour 
When baking, I use Cybele Pascal’s Basic Gluten-Free Flour Mix.  
• 4 cups superfine brown rice flour 
• 1 1/3 cups potato starch (not potato flour) 
• 2/3 cup tapioca flour (also called tapioca starch) 
•  
To measure flour, use a large spoon to scoop flour into the measuring 
cup, then level it off with the back of a knife. Do NOT use the measuring 
cup itself to scoop your flour when measuring! It will compact the flour 
and you will wind up with too much for the recipe. Combine all 
ingredients in a gallon-size Ziploc bag. Shake until well blended. Store in 
refrigerator until ready to use. 
Reprinted with permission from The Allergen-Free Baker’s 
Handbook by Cybele Pascal (Celestial Arts, © 2009).  
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Setting up For Successful Allergen-Free Classroom Cooking:  
Equipment Needed 
 Prepping Equipment 
 
 
 
 
• Stand0up graters (4) 
• Child-safe peelers (4) 
• Can opener (1) 
• Dry measuring cups and spoons 
(1 set of each) 
• Wet ingredients measuring cup 
(1) 
• Colander (1) 
• Large, heat-resistant mixing 
spoons (4)- Wooden spoons 
absorb allergens and are difficult 
to clean (Tang & Allen, 2012). 
• Rubber Spatulas (2) 
• Whisks (4) 
• Large bowls (3) 
• Small/medium bowls (3) 
 
 
• Plexi-glass cuttingboards 
(6)- When it comes to cutting-
boards, Plexiglas is the safest 
option!  Knives do not permeate 
the surface when cutting, making 
them much easier to clean. Avoid 
wooden cutting boards because 
allergens get absorbed into the 
wood (Tang & Allen, 2012). 
• Child-safe knives (6) 
 
 	  Prepping appliances: • Electric mixer 
• Blender 	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Cooking Equipment 	  
	  
 
 
• Rubber Oven Mit (2)- Rubber is 
the safest material because it is 
easy to clean the surface with soap 
and water, unlike fabric oven mits 
that often contain tiny food 
particles even after being washed 
(Pascal, 2009). 
• Cookie Sheets (3) and similar 
sized baking pans (2) 
• Mini Muffin Tins (2)- The small 
size lends itself to keeping egg-free 
baked goods bound. 
 
• Sauce Pots-with lids (2) 
• Frying Pans (2) 
• Silicon spatula (1)- Silicon is the 
best option for a spatula because 
the soft material does not scratch 
the surfaces of pots and pans, 
which protect them from 
potentially becoming cross- 
contaminated (Pascal, 2009).  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note on  cleaning up: When cleaning 
up, use soap and water rather than anti-
bacterial spray.  Soap and water 
physically removes the allergen as 
opposed to only cleaning the surface 
(Tang & Allen, 2012).  	  
Cooking appliances: 
• Stovetop or hotplate 
• Oven 
• Microwave 	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Recipes
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Harvest Recipes
Apple Crisp
Pumpkin Muffins
Corn Muffins 
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Apple Crisp
Ingredients: 
• 4"apples
• 1"cup"gluten.free"oats"
• ½"cup"flour"+"¼"tsp"xanthan"
• ½"cup"brown"sugar
• ½"cup"dairy.free"soy.free"butter"" (.or."dairy.free"soy.free"vegetable"" shortening)
Directions: 
1. Preheat oven to 400°.  
2. If children are peeling, peel and then slice the apples. 
3. Add gluten-free oats, flour, brown sugar, and dairy.free"" soy.free"butter"to"a"bowl."Mix"all"the"ingredients"together"using"hands."
4. Pour all ingredients into the pan. 
5. Bake for 
 30-35 minutes. "" Yields: 24 servings
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment.
• Measure ½ cup flour mix into a small bowl and mix in 1/4 tsp. 
xanthan gum. Place bowl with the other ingredients. 
• Melt the butter or shortening. Place with other ingredients. 
• If  children are too young to peel the apples, do this right 
before it is time to cook so that the apples do not brown. 
• This recipe calls for children to handle the food with their 
hands, so even though it is always important for them to wash 
their hands carefully before cooking, it is especially important 
for a recipe where they will be touching the food. 
Equipment:
∗ Child-safe peelers (if children are 
going to be peeling)
∗ Plexiglass cutting board 
∗ Child-safe knives
∗ Medium-large bowl 
∗ This recipe can be made in one 1 
13" x 9"  rectangular baking pan
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello"
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Mini Pumpkin Muffins
Ingredients: 
• 1 cup cooked pumpkin
• ¾ cup brown sugar
• ¾ cup molasses 
• 2 tsp vanilla
• ½ cup oil (or- dairy&free)soy&free)butter)) –or&)dairy-free soy-free vegetable 
 shortening)
• 2 cups flour mix + ¾ tsp xanthan gum
• 1 tsp baking powder
• ½ tsp baking soda
• 1 tsp salt
• 1 tsp nutmeg* 
• 1 tsp cinnamon 
Directions: 
1. Preheat oven to 350°.
2. Mix together pumpkin, oil, molasses, and vanilla. Add the brown sugar and 
 set bowl aside.  
3. In separate bowl, mix together flour, baking soda, salt, cinnamon and nutmeg.
4. Slowly pour the wet ingredients into the the dry ingredients. Whisk 
 until combined. 
5. Fill lined muffin tin 
 with batter. 
6. Bake 11-14 mins. 
 Yields: 48 mini muffins
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Measure 1½ cups flour mix into a small bowl and mix in ¾ tsp. xanthan 
gum. Place bowl with the other ingredients.
Equipment:
∗ 2 Medium/large bowls
∗ Large, plastic mixing spoon(s)
∗ Whisk(s)
∗ 2 Mini muffin tins
∗ Mini muffin tin liners
_____________________
*”Nutmeg is a spice that is derived from seeds, not 
nuts. It may be safely eaten by people with tree nut 
allergy” (American College of Allergy, Asthma, and 
Immunology, n.d.).
Photograph)by)Nicholas)Bonello)
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Mini Corn Muffins
Ingredients: 
• ½ cup fine cornmeal
• 1½ cup flour mix +¾ tsp. xanthan gum
• 1 tsp. baking soda
• ¼ tsp. salt
• ¾ cup vegan yogurt + 2 Tbsp. corn starch
• ¼ cup non-dairy milk
• 1/3 cup sugar 
• 2 tsp. vanilla
•  ½ cup butter (–or- shortening -or 1/3 cup oil)
Directions: 
1. Preheat oven to 375°.  
2. Mix together butter, 
 sugar, yogurt, milk, 
 and vanilla. Set bowl aside. 
3. In separate bowl, mix together 
 cornmeal, flour, baking soda, 
 and salt.
4. Slowly whisk wet ingredients 
 into dry.
5. Fill lined muffin tin with batter. 
6. Bake 11-14 mins. !! Yields: 48 mini muffins
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Measure 1½ cups flour mix into a small bowl and mix in ¾ 
tsp. xanthan gum. Place bowl with the other ingredients. 
• Mix!2!Tbsp.!cornstarch!into!¾ cup vegan yogurt.!Refrigerate!until!cooking!time.!
Equipment:
∗ 2 Medium/large bowls
∗ Large mixing spoon
∗ Whisk
∗ 2 Mini muffin tins
∗ Mini muffin tin liners
Photograph!by!Nicholas!Bonello
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Multicultural Recipes
Fried Rice (Chinese dish)
Potato Latkes (Jewish dish)
Vegetable Tempura (Japanese dish)
Rice Pudding (Puerto Rican dish)
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Fried Rice 
Ingredients: 
• 4"cups"cooked"rice"(preferably"cold)
• Can"baby"corn
• Can"water"chestnuts*
• Carrots
• String"beans
• Ginger"
• 2"Tbs."coconut"aminos
• 2A3"Tbs."olive"oil"(or"soyAfree"oil"of"choice)"for"frying
Directions: 
1. Cut vegetables.
2. Heat oil in pan. 
3. When oil is hot, put cut-up vegetables in pot and fry for 2 minutes.
4. Add rice and coconut aminos and cook for 2 minutes.
5. Remove pan from heat. 
 Let cool and serve. "" Yields: 24 servings
Set-up:
• Cook 4 cups rice. Drain and cool. 
• Set-up ingredients and equipment.
• This recipe calls for children to handle the food with their hands, so 
even though it is always important for them to wash their hands 
carefully before cooking, it is especially important for a recipe where 
they will be touching the food. 
Equipment:
∗ Plexiglass cutting board 
∗ Child-safe knives
∗ Frying Pan
______________________
* Water chestnuts are not tree nuts, people with 
tree nut allergies can eat them (“Top 8: Tree 
Nuts”, n.d.). 
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello"
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Potato%Latkes%
Ingredients: 
• ¾"cup"brown"rice"flour
• 6"potatoes"
• 3"Tbs"flax"meal"mixed"+"9"Tbs"warm"water
• Optional:"2"finely"chopped"small"onions
• Oil"(for"frying)
Directions: 
1. If children are peeling, peel the potatoes.
2. Grate the potatoes into a large bowl. Use paper towel extract as much water from 
the potatoes as possible. 
3. Pour flax-meal mixture into the bowl and mix in flour with hands. Add onions if 
desired. 
4. Make flat cakes out of mixture with 
 hands. 
5. Heat the oil and carefully place 
 cakes into the pan. Brown on 
 both sides and then remove from 
 the pan and drain on paper towels. 
6. Best served hot!"" Yields: 24 servings
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment.
• Mix 9 Tbsp. warm water into 3 Tbsp. flax meal and set aside 
until time to cook. 
• If adding onion, chop the onion and set aside to be added to 
grated potato mixture. 
• This recipe calls for children to handle the food with their 
hands, so even though it is always important for them to wash 
their hands carefully before cooking, it is especially important 
for a recipe where they will be touching the food. 
• If  children are too young to peel the potatoes, do this right before it 
is time to cook so that they do not brown. 
Equipment:
∗ Child-safe peelers (if children are 
going to be peeling)
∗ Stand-up graters
∗ medium/large bowls
∗ Paper towels
∗ Frying Pan
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello
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Vegetable Tempura
Ingredients: 
• 2.5$cups$brown$rice$flour
• 12$Tbsp$warm$water$+$4$Tbsp$flax$meal$
• 2$cups$cold$water$
• 2$sweet$potatoes
• 2$potatoes
• Head$of$broccoli
• Carrots
• Oil$of$choice$(for$frying)
• Coconut$aminos$(for$dipping)
Directions: 1. If children are peeling, peel the potatoes, sweet potatoes and carrots.2. Wash$and$cut$vegetables.$$3. Pour$flaxGmeal$mixture,$water$and$flour$into$large$bowl.$Whisk$together.$4. Dip$vegetables$in$batter.5. Heat the oil and carefully 
 place battered vegetables 
 into the pan. Brown on 
 both sides and then 
 remove from the pan 
 and drain on paper towels. 6. Best served hot!$$$ Yields: 24 servings
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment.
• Mix 12 Tbsp. warm water into 4 Tbsp. flax meal and set aside 
until time to cook.
• This recipe calls for children to handle the food with their 
hands, so even though it is always important for them to wash 
their hands carefully before cooking, it is especially important 
for a recipe where they will be touching the food. 
• If  children are too young to peel the potatoes, do this right before it 
is time to cook so that they do not brown. 
Equipment:
∗ Child-safe peelers (if children are 
going to be peeling)
∗ Medium bowl
∗ Whisk
∗ Plexiglass cutting board 
∗ Child-safe knives
∗ Frying Pan
∗ Spatula
∗ Paper Towels
Photograph$by$Nicholas$Bonello
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Rice Pudding
Ingredients: 
• 2 cups cooked rice 
• 1 quart water (for soaking the rice)
• 2 cans 10oz cans light coconut milk
• 3/4 cup sugar
• 1/2 teaspoon salt 
• 1 tsp tapioca flour
• 2 tsp cinnamon 
• 1/2 tsp cloves 
• 2 tsp vanilla
• 1/2 cup raisins 
Directions: 1. Put&cooked&rice&in&pot.&Pour&in&& milk&and&sugar.&2. Whisk&constantly&over&medium&& flame&for&about&five&minutes,&or&& when&milk&begins&to&thicken.&3. Add&tapioca&flour.&Stir&constantly&& for&5&more&minutes.4. Turn&flame&off&and&remove&pot&& from&burner.&With&a&large,&plastic&& spoon,&stir&in&vanilla&and&cinnamon.&5. Transfer&pudding&to&bowl&and&& set&aside&to&cool.&6. Once&cooled&add&raisins.&7. Serve&right&away&or&store&in&& airtight&container&in&the&refrigerator.&&&& Yields: 24 servings
Equipment:
∗ Medium pot
∗ Whisk 
∗ Large spoon
∗ Bowl 
Set-up:
• Cook 2 cups rice. Drain and cool. 
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
Photograph&by&Nicholas&Bonello&
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Anytime Recipes
Buttermilk Biscuits
Banana Chocolate Chip mini-Muffins
Mashed Potatoes
Smoothies
Chocolate Chip Oatmeal Cookies 
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Buttermilk Biscuits 
Ingredients: 
• 4"cups"flour
• 1"tsp."xanthan"gum
• 4"tsp."baking"powder
• 1"tsp."baking"soda
• 1/2"tsp."salt
• 1"Tbsp."sugar
• 2"sticks"dairy>free"soy>free"butter"" (>or>"dairy>free"soy>free"vegetable"" shortening)
• 1"cup"buttermilk
Directions: 
1. Preheat oven to 400°.
2. In a large bowl, whisk together flour, baking powder, 
 baking soda, salt, and sugar. 
3. With a pastry blender, cut in the butter until the mixture is crumbly.
4. Pour in the buttermilk and use a spatula to 
 fold the buttermilk in, just until the dough comes together. 
5. On a flour-sprinkled sheet of waxed paper, lay dough 
 down and use hands to 
 pat and spread dough 
 until it is about 1 inch thick. 
6. Using a floured biscuit 
 cutter, cut biscuits out 
 of dough.
7. Lay biscuits down on wax 
 paper-lined cookie sheets 
 and bake for 12-15 minutes. 
 
 Yields: 24 servings
Equipment:
∗ 1 Medium/large bowls
∗ Rolling pins 
∗ Biscuit cutter
∗ Wax paper
∗ 2 cookie sheets
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Measure 4 cups flour mix into a small bowl and mix in 1 
tsp. xanthan gum. Place bowl with the other ingredients. 
• Mix 1/2 + 1/4 Tbsp. apple cider vinegar with 3/4 cup 
vegan milk. Refrigerate until it is time to cook.
• Cut butter into cubes. Refrigerate until it is time to cook. 
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello"
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Banana Chocolate Chip Muffins
Ingredients: 
• 2"cup"flour"mix+¾"tsp"xanthan"gum
• 1"Tbs"baking"powder
• ½"baking"soda
• 1"tsp"salt
• 1"cup"packed"brown"sugar
• 4"mashed,"ripe"bananas"
• 1"tsp"vanilla
• ½"cup"softened"
• 1"cup"mini"chocolate"chips
Directions: 
1. Preheat"oven"to"375° and fill mini muffin tin with cups. 2. Melt"baking"stick"to"liquid"in"the"microwave"and"set"aside"to"cool."3. Use"potato"masher"to"mash"up"the"bananas."4. In"small"bowl"stir"sugar"into"mashed"bananas,"" Add"vanilla,"cinnamon."5. In"larger"bowl,"mix:"flour,"baking"powder,"and"salt.6. Slowly"whisk"wet"ingredients"into"dry.7. Whisk"in"melted"butter."8. Add"chocolate"chips"9. Fill"muffin"tin"with"batter."Bake"11S14"mins.""" Yields: 48 mini muffins
Equipment:
∗ 2 Medium/large bowls
∗ Large, plastic mixing spoon(s)
∗ Whisks
∗ Potato mashers
∗ 2 Mini muffin tins
∗ Mini muffin tin liners
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Measure 2 cups flour mix into a small bowl and mix in ¾ 
tsp. xanthan gum. Place bowl with the other ingredients. 
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello"
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Mashed Potatoes 
Ingredients: 
• 8"potatoes
• water"(for"boiling"potatoes)
• ¾"cups"vegan"milk"
• 6"Tbs"melted"dairy=free,"soy=free"butter
• salt"
Directions: 
1. If children are peeling, peel the potatoes.  
2. Place"in"pot."Fill"pot"with"water"until"all"of"the"potatoes"are"submerged."Place"over"medium"heat"until"water"comes"to"a"boil."Reduce"heat"to"simmer,"cover"to"pot"and"cook"for"about"15"more"minutes.
3. Use"colander"to"drain"the"potatoes."Place"potatoes"in"large"bowl."
4. Mash"with"potato"masher"until"smooth.
5. Stir"in"butter,"milk"and"salt"with"spoon.""" Yields: 24 servings
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment.
• If  children are too young to peel the potatoes, do this right before it 
is time to cook so that they do not brown. 
Equipment:
∗ Child-safe peelers (if children are 
going to be peeling)
∗ Large pot
∗ Colander
∗ Large bowl
∗ Potato masher
∗ Mixing spoon
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello
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Berry-Banana Smoothies
Ingredients: 
• 2"bananas
• 1"cup"frozen"raspberries
• 1"cup"strawberries
• 1"cup"vegan"yogurt
• 2"cups"vegan"milk
• ¼"Tbsp."sugar
• 1"tsp."vanilla
Directions: 1. Wash and cut fruit. 2. Place cut-up fruit in blender pitcher.3. Add yogurt, milk, sugar and vanilla. 4. Blend on high speed until smooth. 5. Pour and enjoy immediately! "" Yields: 24 servings
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment
• This recipe calls for children to handle the food with their 
hands, so even though it is always important for them to wash 
their hands carefully before cooking, it is especially important 
for a recipe where they will be touching the food.
Equipment:
∗ Plexiglass cutting boards 
∗ Child-safe knives
∗ Plender
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello"
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Chocolate Chip Oatmeal Cookies 
Ingredients: 
• 1"cup"gluten+free"oats
• 2"cups"flour"+"1"tsp."xanthan"gum
• 1"tsp."baking"soda
• ½"tsp."salt
• 2"sticks"dairy+free"soy+free"butter"
• ½"cup"vegan"yogurt"+"2"Tbsp."cornstarch
• 1"cup"brown"sugar
• ½"cup"granulated"sugar"
• 1"tsp"vanilla
• 1"cup"chocolate"chips"
Directions: 
1. Preheat oven to 350°
2. In a medium bowl, whisk oats, flour, baking soda, and salt.
3. In a large bowl, beat the butter, brown sugar, and granulated sugar. 
 When smooth, add yogurt and vanilla. 
4. Turn mixer down to the lowest setting and slowly mix in the oat/flour 
mixture. 
5. When combined, mix in the 
 chocolate chips. 
6. Use teaspoon to drop 
 balls onto wax paper-lined 
 cookie sheets. 
7. Bake for 10-15 minutes. 
 
 Yields: about 36 cookies 
Equipment:
∗ 2 Medium/large bowls
∗ Large, plastic mixing 
spoon(s)
∗ Electric mixer
∗ 2 cookie sheets
∗ wax paper 
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Measure 2 cups flour mix into a small bowl and mix in 1 
tsp. xanthan gum. Place bowl with the other ingredients. 
• Mix"2"Tbsp."cornstarch"into"½"cup"vegan"yogurt."Refrigerate"until"cooking"time."
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello"
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Birthday Recipes
Vanilla mini-Cupcakes
Chocolate mini-Cupcakes
Vanilla Buttercream Frosting 
Chocolate Buttercream Frosting 
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Vanilla mini Cupcakes
Ingredients: 
• 1½ cup flour + ½ tsp xanthan
• ½ tsp baking soda
• 1 tsp baking powder
• ¼ tsp salt
• 1/4 cup butter
• 1/2 vegan milk 
• ¼ cup vegan yogurt + 1 Tbsp. corn starch 
• 1 tsp vanilla 
• 3/4 cup sugar
Directions: 
1. Preheat oven to 375° and fill mini muffin tin with cups. 
2. Melt baking stick to liquid in the microwave and set aside to cool. 
3. In large bowl, stir together flour, baking soda, baking powder, and salt. 
4. In medium bowl beat butter, milk, yogurt, vanilla, and sugar.
5. Once wet ingredients are 
 combined, slowly pour the wet 
 ingredients into the dry and 
 beat until combined. 
6. Fill muffin tin with batter. 
7. Bake 17-20 mins. 
 
 Yields: 48 mini cupcakes
Equipment:
∗ 2 Medium/large bowls
∗ Large, plastic mixing spoon(s)
∗ Whisk(s)
∗ 2 Mini muffin tins
∗ Mini muffin tin liners
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Measure 1½ cups flour mix into a small bowl and mix in 
½ tsp. xanthan gum. Place bowl with the other 
ingredients. 
• Mix 1 Tbsp. cornstarch into ¼ cup vegan yogurt. 
Refrigerate until it is time to cook.
Photograph)by)Nicholas)Bonello)
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Chocolate mini Cupcakes
Ingredients: 
• ½"cup"cocoa"powder
• 1½ cup"flour"+"¾"tsp."xanthan
• 1"tsp."baking"soda
• ½"tsp."baking"powder
• ¼"tsp."salt
• 1/3"cup"oil""airy>free"soy>free"butter"
• 3/4"cup"sugar"
• 3/4"cup"“buttermilk”
• 2"tsp."vanilla"
• ¼"cup"vegan"yogurt"+"1"Tbsp."corn"starch"
Directions: 
1. Preheat oven to 375°. 
2. In a small bowl mix cocoa, flour, baking soda, 
  baking powder, and salt together. 
3. In a large bowl beat sugar 
  into the yogurt. When combined, 
  add buttermilk and vanilla 
  until smooth.
4. Slowly mix in dry ingredients.
5. Fill lined muffin tin with batter."" Yields: 48 mini cupcakes
Equipment:
∗ 2 Medium/large bowls
∗ Large, plastic mixing 
spoon(s)
∗ Whisk(s)
∗ 2 Mini muffin tins
∗ Mini muffin tin liners
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Measure 1½ cups flour mix into a small bowl and mix in 
¾ tsp. xanthan gum. Place bowl with the other 
ingredients. 
• Mix 1/2 + 1/4 Tbsp. apple cider vinegar with 3/4 cup 
vegan milk. Refrigerate until it is time to cook.
• Mix 1 Tbsp. cornstarch into ¼ cup vegan yogurt. 
Refrigerate until it is time to cook.
Photograph"by"Nicholas"Bonello"
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Vanilla Butter Cream Frosting
Ingredients: 
• 1.5 cups confectioners’ sugar
• ½ cup butter
• 1 tsp. vanilla 
• 2 Tbsp. non-dairy milk
Directions: 
1. In bowl, combine butter and 
 sugar. Mix on low speed 
 until blended.
2. Switching to medium speed, 
 add vanilla and milk. Beat 
 for about 2 more minutes, 
 adding more milk if needed. 
 Yields: enough to frost 
  48 mini cupcakes
Equipment:
∗ 1 Medium/large bowls
∗ Large, plastic mixing spoon(s)
∗ Electric mixer
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Leave the butter out to soften.
Photograph)by)Nicholas)Bonello)
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Chocolate Butter Cream Frosting
Ingredients: 
• 1 ½ cups confectioners’ sugar
• ½ cup cocoa powder
• ½ cup butter
• 1 tsp. vanilla 
• 2 Tbsp. non-dairy milk
Directions: 
1. In bowl, combine butter,  
 sugar, and cocoa powder. Mix on low speed until blended.
2. Switching to medium speed, add vanilla and milk. Beat for about 2 more 
minutes, adding more milk if needed. 
Yields: enough to frost 48 mini cupcakes
Equipment:
∗ 1 Medium/large bowls
∗ Large, plastic mixing spoon(s)
∗ Electric mixer
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment. 
• Leave the butter out to soften.
Photograph)by)Nicholas)Bonello)
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Playdough
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Gluten-Free Playdough
Ingredients: 
• 1 Cup White Rice Flour
• 1/2 Cup Cornstarch
• 1/2 Cup Salt
• 1 Tbsp Cream of Tartar
• 1-1/2 tsp vegetable oil
• 1 Cup Water, hot but not boiling
Food Coloring, as desired
Directions:
1. Mix all dry ingredients together in a medium pot.
2. Add the vegetable oil, then the water, and continue to mix until 
thoroughly combined.
3. Heat the pot on the stove over low heat for about 3 minutes. I like to 
stir frequently with a silicone spatula.
4. When the dough starts to pull away from the sides easily, turn out 
the dough onto parchment paper. Let it cool briefly until you can 
work it with your hands.
5. Knead food coloring into the dough until you get the color you 
desire.
 (Reprinted with 
 permission from:
 Heather Aitken-Cade). 
 
Set-up:
• Set-up ingredients and equipment.
Equipment:
∗ Large bowl
∗ Mixing spoon
∗ Pot
Photograph)by)author)
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Resources 
 
 
Canola Oil 
• Crisco  
Can be found at http://crisco.com 
 
Coconut Aminos  
• Coconut Sectret 
Can be found at: https://www.coconutsecret.com  
 
Corn Flakes 
 
Chocolate Chips 
• Enjoy Life (mini-chips, mega chunks, and morsels)  
Can be found at: http://www.enjoylifefoods.com 
• Pascha (Bittersweet, Unsweetened and Semi-sweet chocolate chips) 
Can be found at: http://www.paschachocolate.com 
 
Cocoa Powder 
• Hershey (Natural, Unsweetened Cocoa Powder) 
Can be found at: http://www.hershey.com 
 
Coconut Milk 
Shelf Stable: 
• Coconut Dream (Original Enriched and Unsweetened Enriched)  
Can be found at:  
http://www.tastethedream.com 
• So Delicious (Original, Unsweetened, Original Culinary, and Lite 
Culinary) Can be found at: http://www.sodeliciousdairyfree.com	   
 
Canned: 
• Native Forest: (Organic, Light, and Organic Coconut Cream Premium)  
Can be found at: http://www.edwardandsons.com/native_info.itml 
 
 
Dairy-Free, Soy-Free, Vegetable Shortening  
• Spectrum (Organic, Butter Flavored)  
Can be found at: http://www.spectrumorganics.com 
 
Egg Replacer 
• Ener-g  
Can be found at: http://www.ener-g.com 
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Gluten-Free Oats  
• Gerbs Allergen Friendly Natural Foods http://www.mygerbs.com/default.aspx  
Can be found at: http://www.mygerbs.com  
• GF Harvest 
Can be found at: http://www.glutenfreeoats.com  
 
Rice Milk 
• Pacific (All Natural Rice Original)  
Can be found at: http://pacificfoods.com 
 
Soy-Free Butter  
• Earth Balance (Soy-Free Baking Sticks, Organic Coconut Spread and 
Soy-Free Buttery Spread) 
Can be found at: http://earthbalanceneutral.com  
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Applications 
 
 
Just as teachers seek children’s literature that represents the diversity 
of the children who make up the classroom population, we must look to 
structure our classroom cooking in a way that accommodates the dietary 
needs of the children who make up the classroom population. Because of the 
important role that cooking activities play in building a bridge between home 
and school, it is essential that these cooking experiences in school be positive 
ones for all children, and especially for those children who already feel 
different because of their allergies. In their cookbook for children with food 
allergies, Hammond & Rominger (2003) note that when children with food 
allergies take part in preparing for themselves, “their interest in cooking the 
foods makes them more inclined to try their new foods” (p. 66). 
These recipes are classroom-ready. All teachers have to do is create a 
recipe chart. On the next page, there is an example of a classroom-recipe 
chart, using the apple crisp recipe:  
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Apple%Crisp!4!Apples! ! ! !!
    
 ½ cup brown sugar
  
 1 teaspoon of cinnamon    
Directions:1. Slice apples. 
2. Put apples in the pan.
 3. Mix together other ingredients in a bowl 
     and pour into pan. 
4. Mix together with hands. 
5. Bake for 30-35 minutes. 
½ cup oats 
½ cup flour 
 1 stick of butter melted
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Conclusion 
 
I’ve learned so much about children with food allergies and cooking 
with and for children in general. I’ve come to see that the cooking we do with 
children, the preparation of food with and for children, and the foods we offer 
them as snack are an important part of the early childhood curriculum. These 
foods can give pleasure, provide energy and nutrition, help create community, 
and importantly, affirm everyone’s differences. 	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Appendix A- Allergen Avoidance Lists 
 
(1/5)  




 
ͳ
 
PeanutAllergyAvoidanceList
Hiddennamesforpeanutprotein
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thefollowingingredientsfoundonalabelindicatethepresenceofpeanutprotein.Alllabelsshouldbe
readcarefullybeforeconsumingaproduct,evenifithasbeenusedsafelyinthepast. 
 
EffectiveJanuary1,2006,foodscoveredbytheFDAlabelinglawsthatcontainpeanutmustbelabeledinplain
Englishtodeclarethatit“containspeanut.” However,therearemanyfoodsandproductsthatarenotcovered
byFDAallergenlabelinglaws,soitisstillimportanttoknowhowtoreadalabelforpeanutingredients.

ProductsexemptfromplainEnglishlabelingrules:foodsthatarenotregulatedbytheFDA,cosmeticsand
personalcareproducts,prescriptionandoverͲtheͲcountermedicationsorsupplements,petfood,toysand
crafts.*TheFDAhasexemptedpeanutoilfrombeinglabeledasanallergen.
Containpeanut:
Arachicoil
Arachis
Arachishypogaea
Artificialnuts
Beernuts
Boiledpeanuts
Coldpressed,extruded,orexpelledpeanutoil
Crushednuts,crushedpeanuts
Dryroastedpeanuts
Earthnuts
Gooberpeas
Goobers
Groundnuts,groundpeanuts
Hydrolyzedpeanutprotein
 
Maycontainpeanut:  
Artificialflavoring,flavoring,naturalflavoring
Bakedgoods
Candy
Chili
Chocolate
Crumbtoppings
Ethnicfoods

Beware:Lupine,lupinusalbus,treenuts 
Hypogaeicacid
Mandelonas
Mixednuts
Monkeynuts
Nunutsflavorednuts
Nutpieces
Nutmeat
Peanuts,peanutbutter,peanutbutter
chips,peanutbuttermorsels
Peanutflour
Peanutpaste
Peanutssauce,peanutsyrup
Spanishpeanuts
Virginiapeanuts
 

Friedfoods
Grahamcrackercrust
Hydrolyzedplantprotein
Hydrolyzedvegetableprotein
Marzipan
Molesauce
Nougat
PrinttravelͲsizecardsforpeanutallergy 
 
Copyright2009.Allrightsreserved.
Reprinted with permission from Michele Ann Cassalia
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WheatAllergyAvoidanceList
Hiddennamesforwheatprotein
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EffectiveJanuary1,2006,foodscoveredbytheFDAlabelinglawsthatcontainwheatmustbelabeledinplain
Englishtodeclarethatit“containswheat.” However,therearemanyfoodsandproductsthatarenotcovered
byFDAallergenlabelinglaws,soitisstillimportanttoknowhowtoreadalabelforwheatingredients.

ProductsexemptfromplainEnglishlabelingrules:foodsthatarenotregulatedbytheFDA,cosmeticsand
personalcareproducts,prescriptionandoverͲtheͲcountermedicationsorsupplements,petfood,toysandcrafts.
Thefollowingingredientsfoundonalabelindicatethepresenceofwheatprotein.Alllabelsshouldbe
readcarefullybeforeconsumingaproduct,evenifithasbeenusedsafelyinthepast. 
 
Containwheat:
 
Allpurposeflour
Bran
Bread(anytypemadewithwhiteflour,wheatflour),breadcrumbs
Breadflour
Bromatedflour
Bulgur
Cakeflour
Cerealextract
Couscous
Crackers,crackermeal
Durumflour
Enrichedflour
Farina
Flour
Fu
Germ
Gluten
Grahamflour
Highglutenflour
Highproteinflour
Instantflour
Malt,maltextract
Matzo,Matzoh,Matzah,Matza,matsa,matso,
Matzomeal,Matzohmeal,Matzahmeal,Matza
meal,matsameal,matsomeal,matsahmealormatsohmeal
Typesofwheat(commonandbotanical
names):

Clubwheat(TriticumcompactumHost.)
Commonwheat(TriticumaestivumL.)
Durumwheat(TriticumdurumDesf.)
Einkorn(TriticummonococcumL.subsp.
monococcum)
Emmer(TriticumturgidumL.subsp.dicoccon
(Schrank)Thell.)
Kamut(TriticumpolonicumL.)
Semolina(TriticumdurumDesf.)
Spelt(TriticumspeltaL.)
Triticale(xTriticosecalessp.Wittm.)

Triticum:TriticumaestivumL.,Triticumdurum
Desf.,TriticumcompactumHost.,Triticumspelta
L.,TriticumdurumDesf.,TriticummonococcumL.
subsp.monococcum,TriticumturgidumL.subsp.
dicoccon(Schrank)Thell.,TriticumpolonicumL.,
andxTriticosecalessp.Wittm.
Reprinted with permission from Michele Ann Cassalia
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(3/5)  
Milk Allergy Avoidance List
Hidden Names for Milk
contain milk
The following ingredients found on a label indicate the presence of milk protein. All labels should be read carefully  
before consuming a product, even if it has been used safely in the past.
Milk — acidophilus milk, buttermilk,  
buttermilk blend, buttermilk solids, 
cultured milk, condensed milk, dried milk, 
dry milk solids (DMS), evaporated milk, 
fat free milk, fully cream milk powder, 
goat’s milk, Lactaid® milk, lactose free 
milk, low fat milk, malted milk, milk  
derivative, milk powder, milk protein,  
milk solids, milk solid pastes, nonfat 
dry milk, nonfat milk, nonfat milk solids, 
pasteurized milk, powdered milk, sheep’s 
milk, skim milk, skim milk powder, sour 
milk, sour milk solids, sweet cream 
buttermilk powder, sweetened condensed 
milk, sweetened condensed skim milk, 
whole milk, 1% milk, 2% milk
Butter — artificial butter, artificial butter 
flavor, butter, butter extract, butter fat, 
butter flavored oil, butter solids, dairy 
butter, natural butter, natural butter flavor, 
whipped butter
Casein & caseinates — ammonium 
caseinate, calcium caseinate, hydro-
lyzed casein, iron caseinate magnesium 
caseinate, potassium caseinate, sodium 
caseinate, zinc caseinate
Cheese — cheese (all types), cheese 
flavor (artificial and natural), cheese food, 
cottage cheese, cream cheese, imitation 
cheese, vegetarian cheeses with casein
Cream, whipped cream 
Curds 
Custard 
Dairy product solids 
Galactose 
Ghee 
Half & Half 
Hydrolysates — casein hydrolysate,  
milk protein hydrolysate, protein  
hydrolysate, whey hydrolysate,  
whey protein hydrolysate
Ice cream, ice milk, sherbet 
Lactalbumin, lactalbumin phosphate 
Lactate solids 
Lactyc yeast 
Lactitol monohydrate 
Lactoglobulin 
Lactose 
Lactulose
Milk fat, anhydrous milk fat 
Nisin preparation 
Nougat 
Pudding 
Quark 
Recaldent 
Rennet, rennet casein 
Simplesse® (fat replacer) 
Sour cream, sour cream solids,  
imitation sour cream
Whey — acid whey, cured whey,  
delactosed whey, demineralized whey,  
hydrolyzed whey, powdered whey,  
reduced mineral whey, sweet dairy  
whey, whey, whey protein, whey protein 
concentrate, whey powder, whey solids
Yogurt (regular or frozen),  
yogurt powder
may contain milk
Natural flavoring 
Flavoring 
Caramel flavoring 
High protein flour 
Lactic acid (usually not a problem) 
Lactic acid starter culture 
“Non-dairy” products may contain 
casein 
Rice cheese 
Soy cheese
should be safe
These milk derivatives should be safe for 
most individuals with milk allergy, but 
check with your doctor before using. 
Lactoferrin 
Tagatose (Naturlose®)
To print travel-size cards, visit: 
tinyurl.com/milkallergylist
Compiled by Debra A. Indorato RD, LDN, member of KFA’s Medical Advisory Team
Foods covered by the FDA labeling laws that contain milk must be labeled in plain English to  
declare that it “contains milk.” However, there are many foods and products that are not  
covered by FDA allergen labeling laws, so it is still important to know how to read a label for 
milk ingredients.
Products exempt from plain English labeling rules: foods that are not regulated by the FDA 
(tinyurl.com/KFA-FALCPA), cosmetics and personal care products, prescription and  
over-the-counter medications or supplements, pet food, toys and crafts.
For more detailed information and a list of  
resources, please visit KidsWithFoodAllergies.org. 
Copyright ©2013, Kids With Food Allergies, A Division of the Asthma  
and Allergy Foundation of America, all rights reserved.  Rev. Oct. 2013
PROUDLY 
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Reprinted with permission from Michele Ann Cassalia
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SoyAllergyAvoidanceList
Hiddennamesforsoyprotein
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thefollowingingredientsfoundonalabelindicatethepresenceofsoyprotein.Alllabelsshouldberead
carefullybeforeconsumingaproduct,evenifithasbeenusedsafelyinthepast. 
 
EffectiveJanuary1,2006,foodscoveredbytheFDAlabelinglawsthatcontainsoymustbelabeledinplain
Englishtodeclarethatit“containssoy.” However,therearemanyfoodsandproductsthatarenotcoveredby
FDAallergenlabelinglaws,soitisstillimportanttoknowhowtoreadalabelforsoyingredients.

ProductsexemptfromplainEnglishlabelingrules:foodsthatarenotregulatedbytheFDA,cosmeticsand
personalcareproducts,prescriptionandoverͲtheͲcountermedicationsorsupplements,petfood,toysand
crafts.*TheFDAhasexemptedsoyoilfrombeinglabeledasanallergen.
Containsoy:
Edamame(soybeansinpods)
Hydrolyzedsoyprotein
Kinnokoflour
Kyodofu(freezedriedtofu)
Miso
Natto
Okara(soypulp)
Shoyusauce
Soyalbumin
Soybran
Soyconcentrate
Soyfiber
Soyflour,soyaflour
Soyformula
Soygrits
Soymilk
Soynuts,soynutbutter
Soyprotein,soyproteinconcentrate,soyproteinisolate 

Maycontainsoy:  
Artificialflavoring
Asianfoods(e.g.Japanese,Chinese,Thai,etc.)
Hydrolyzedplantprotein
Hydrolyzedvegetableprotein(HVP)
Shouldbesafe:Soyoil,vegetableoilderivedfromsoy 
Soysauce
Soysprouts
Soya,soybeans
Soybeangranules
Soybeancurd
Soybeanflour
Soylecithin*
Soybeanpaste
Supro
Tamari
Tempeh
Teriyakisauce
Texturedsoyflour(TSF)
Texturedsoyprotein(TSP)
Texturedvegetableprotein(TVP)
Tofu
Yakidofu
Yuba(beancurd)
 
 
Naturalflavoring
Vegetablebroth
Vegetablegum
Vegetablestarch
PrinttravelͲsizecardsforsoyallergy 
Copyright2009.Allrightsreserved.
Reprinted with permission from Michele Ann Cassalia
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EggAllergyAvoidanceList
Hiddennamesforeggprotein
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EffectiveJanuary1,2006,foodscoveredbytheFDAlabelinglawsthatcontaineggmustbelabeledinplain
Englishtodeclarethatit“containsegg.” However,therearemanyfoodsandproductsthatarenotcoveredby
FDAallergenlabelinglaws,soitisstillimportanttoknowhowtoreadalabelforeggingredients.

ProductsexemptfromplainEnglishlabelingrules:foodsthatarenotregulatedbytheFDA,cosmeticsand
personalcareproducts,prescriptionandoverͲtheͲcountermedicationsorsupplements,petfood,toysandcrafts.
Thefollowingingredientsfoundonalabelindicatethepresenceofeggprotein.Alllabelsshouldbe
readcarefullybeforeconsumingaproduct,evenifithasbeenusedsafelyinthepast. 
 
Containegg:
 
Albumin
Apovitellin
Cholesterolfreeeggsubstitute(e.g.Eggbeaters®)
Driedeggsolids,driedegg
Egg,eggwhite,eggyolk
Eggwash
Eggnog
Fatsubstitutes
Globulin
Livetin
Lysozyme
Mayonnaise
Meringue,meringuepowder
 
Ovalbumin
Ovoglobulin
Ovomucin
Ovomucoid
Ovotransferrin
Ovovitelia
Ovovitellin
Powderedeggs
Silicialbuminate
Simplesse
Trailblazer
Vitellin
Wholeegg 
 
Maycontainegg:  
 
Artificialflavoring
Lecithin
Naturalflavoring
Nougat
PrinttravelͲsizecardstohelpyoureadlabelsforeggallergy
CompiledbyDebraA.IndoratoR.D.,L.D.N.,memberofKFA’sMedicalAdvisoryTeam.
ApprovedbyKFA’sMedicalAdvisoryTeamJanuary2006.
RevisedJuly2007andOctober2009.

Copyright©2009.Allrightsreserved.
Reprinted with permission from Michele Ann Cassalia
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